 
Technical...?   [not really.....]

   Just quickly......  The most important point when you   go   to   "driver induced  force tilt"  a  vehicle mass   is   the  steer  angle    position  of  the front wheel/s at any given moment as the tilt action is occuring...[assume front wheel steer]..
 ..........any steer  angle  produces a  curved steered path  .......           ANY   curved  steered   path   will produce   centrifugal   force   tending  to   tilt   the  vehicle  mass  in   the  wrong  direction ...     [like a car]...... SO.....   you don't want to steer before you tilt......       You don't even want to steer AS you tilt, because , if  the  steer angle gets "in front" of the tilt angle for any given speed, it will restrain the tilt, or even prevent it.. ,   or worse ,overcome any positive driver   applied   tilt    and    send    the   mass   in   the   wrong   tilt direction...or, just as bad if  the steer lags  too  much  and  sends  the mass too far in the right direction!!!... 

                   "For  any  given  tilt angle  as the tilt is occuring....and speed ,there will be a neutral  steer  angle   which   will   not  be  tending to apply  more  or less tilt." This means that at any given moment the centrifugal force is being balanced by the gravity force acting on the inclined mass.

     This  neutral  point  must  exist  at  ANY GIVEN INSTANT DURING THE TILT ACTION  during any manouver or speed .. IT MUST DO THIS.... or the vehicle will be a pig.
   So.....       if you want to use hydraulics to tilt the mass   and  you  want  a  perfect result,  you  MUST  maintain     the   steer     angle    in    the   optimum  position at ALL TIMES.*.... and trust me.... you DO want hydraulics   [or some other servo power] because thats the only effective control at low speeds  [when a motorcycle falls over\].................... sounds like a job for a "super computer".?..... not really!!!                

       A freely castoring wheel  [or wheel set]   does it..and does it in style!!!! [see my patent] *  [F.T.C.]

  And so the requirement to steer and to tilt as seperate actions is gone, and now its just a simple steer control of the tilt to produce the appropriate steered path at all speeds....... its simple


 Phillip    *  with help from my friends..
                           * "optimum position" is not actually the neutral one [ see patent]

